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Why Regulatory Crime?

• Funding

• Work being lost to other areas

• Likely increase in prosecutions



Tom Gent

“He can immediately put clients at 

ease.”

Ranked: Tier 1

Craig Hassall

“A strong advocate, who acts with 

intelligence and calm authority.”

Ranked: Tier 1

Why Us?



Robert Stevenson

“Astute, methodical and 

conscientious.”

Ranked: Tier 1

Simon Clegg

“He is a very diligent and 

precise lawyer.”

Ranked: Tier 1

Anna Wilkinson

‘She is very good at putting 

witnesses at ease.’

Ranked: Tier 1



Recent Developments

• Listing and Venue

• Fire Safety Sentencing

• Gross Negligence Manslaughter



Listing and Venue

• Section 85 Legal Aid Sentencing and 

Punishment of Offenders Act 2012 –

unlimited fines in the Magistrates’ Court

• Criminal Practice Directions Division XIII 

and “authorised” District Judges



Fire Safety: Sentencing

• R v Sandhu [2017] EWCA Crim 908

• One of only two higher court sentencing 

authorities in fire safety cases.

• No injury, no fire – immediate custodial 

sentence.



Gross Negligence Manslaughter

• R v Zaman judgment expected in the next 

few days – specification of breaches of 

duty and causation

• Definitive Guideline for all types of 

manslaughter also due shortly



Park Square Barristers’ members are ‘very good for 

regulatory matters’, including prosecuting in environmental 

criminal proceedings. Craig Hassall successfully acted for 

the prosecution in a gross negligence manslaughter case 

concerning a fatal reaction to peanuts; the defendant was 

sentenced in May 2016

The Legal 500 2017



• Don’t assume that specialists 

in an area of regulatory control 

also have specialist knowledge 

of criminal law or procedure.

• Think about the obvious points 

from general criminal law: 

hearsay, bad character, 

identification, cautioning etc

Regulators



Abuse of Process

• Delay

• Failure to follow policy

• Entrapment/approval of actions

• Reneging on a promise

Technical Challenges



Corporate or Individual Liability?

• Interviews under caution. In what capacity is your client 

being interviewed?

• Consent, connivance and neglect: “Where an offence 

under any provision of this Act committed by a body 

corporate is proved to have been committed with the 

consent or connivance of, or to have been attributable to 

any neglect on the part of, any director, manager, 

secretary or other similar officer of the body corporate or a 

person who was purporting to act in any such capacity, he 

as well as the body corporate shall be guilty of that 

offence and shall be liable to be proceeded against and 

punished accordingly.”



• Consider critically the unused material schedule and work out what 

might be missing.

• Relevant material should either be served or scheduled. There is 

no third category.

• Ask questions about the sensitive unused material schedule. 

Disclosure



• R v Friskies Petcare (UK) Ltd [2002] 2 Cr App R 401: The Friskies 

Schedule, now increasingly replaced by definitive guidelines.

• If it is going to be a guilty plea then submit a base of plea early and 

daft the document for the prosecution.

• The contents of any such document should be clear from a 

successful internal investigation.

Presentation



• Have early recourse to the guidelines and work backwards from 

there.

• Financial documents are likely to be key. Turnover, profit and fixed 

assets may all be relevant.

• If there is a good reason to depart from the usual considerations 

then get evidence from the accountants to prove this.

Sentence



• Costs can make up a large proportion of the 

sentence. Be prepared to argue at least as to 

heads of costs.

• Remedial orders

• Publicity orders

• Compensation 

• POCA proceedings are a recent development for 

some regulatory proceedings.

Ancillary orders and 

POCA



Beyond Prosecutions

• Disciplinary proceedings

• Tribunal proceedings

• Appeals against notices



ARMY LEGAL SERVICES 

(ALS)

Lt Col N Bashir AGC (ALS)



COURTS MARTIAL

AN

INTRODUCTION TO 

ADVOCACY IN A COURTS MARTIAL



BRIEF HISTORY OF COURTS MARTIAL

 The current Court Martial system in the UK is 
governed by the Armed Forces Act 2006 and 
this single Act of Parliament applies to all 3 
Armed Services, being the British Army, Royal 
Navy and Royal Air Force

 It replaces the 3 previous parallel systems that 
were in existence under separate Acts of 
parliament starting with the Army Act 1881 
which applied to the British Army.

 It deals with Service and Disciplinary offences  



ADVOCACY IN COURTS MARTIAL – THE OLD DAYS



WHAT IS A COURT MARTIAL

 A Court Martial is empowered to determine the 
guilt of members of the Armed Forces subject 
to military law

 It includes dependants of members of the 
Armed Forces so that civilians are also subject 
to military law if they are dependants of 
serving members

 Dependants can also be tried by a Court 
Martial



JURISDICTION

 The Court Martial obtains its jurisdiction from 
the following Acts of Parliament

 Armed Forces Act 2006

 Armed Forces Act 2011

 Armed Forces Act 2016

 English Criminal Law also applies

 SGC Guidelines

 JAG Guidelines (V4) Oct 2013 



MILITARY COURTS

 Service Civilian Court

 This gives the Military Court jurisdiction over 
civilians who are subject to service law

 Minor offences are dealt with here but serious 
offences are dealt with in a Court Martial



MILITARY COURTS

 Summary Hearing

 Heard by the Commanding Officer

 Power of 28 days Detention 

 Power can be extended to 90 days Detention

 Accused can elect trial by Court Martial

 No legal representation at Summary Hearing

 Detention not Imprisonment   



MILITARY COURTS

 Summary Appeal Court

 Proceedings presided over by a military Judge 

 Assisted by 2 Military Officers (commissioned 
and non-commissioned) 

 Proceedings conducted in open Military Court

 Legal representation  



MILITARY COURTS

 Court Martial

 Can sit anywhere in the world

 English Law

 3 or 5 Board Members (exceptionally 7)

 Military Officers (commissioned and non-
commissioned) 

 Legal represenatation 



MILITARY COURTS

 Court Martial Appeal Court

 Judges from Court of Appeal (Criminal 
Division)

 Appeals from Court Martial

 Legal Representation



MILITARY COURTS

 Do not confuse military courts with their 
civilian counterparts 

 The Summary Court and Summary Appeal 
Court is not the Magistrates Court

 The Court Martial is not the Crown Court



ADVOCACY IN COURT MARTIAL

 This is a specialist Court

 you will need a sound grasp and 
understanding of basic English criminal law 
even before you enter a Court Martial

 Standard text is Archbold and Blackstones

 Supplemented by Armed Forces Act 2006, 
2011 and now 2016

 SGC Sentencing Guidelines 

 JAG Sentencing Guidelines



ADVOCACY IN COURT MARTIAL

 Military full code test for the charging decision 
includes the Service Interest

 This test imports issues and context additional 
to the public interest

 In the military context, cases are prosecuted 
which would not be prosecuted in civilian life 
eg not turning up for work or being late for 
work

 Appreciation of the Service Interest is 
important.  It is a means of enforcing 
discipline.  You must understand it. 



ADVOCACY IN COURT MARTIAL

 Get used to lots of saluting by uniformed 
personnel and foot stamping

 Defence lawyers are invariably solicitors and 
barristers

 Visiting lawyers command huge respect and 
courtesy

 Repay it in equal measures to everyone 

 It will go a long way to maintain your respect



ADVOCAY IN MILITARY COURTS

 Court Martials are now aligned with Crown 
Courts

 Adjust your advocacy style accordingly

 Military Judges now sit in the Crown Court 
frequently and will expect a high standard of 
advocacy

 Do not think that you are in the Magistrates 
where you can get away with mistakes 



ADVOCACY IN MILITARY COURTS

 A Military Board are the civilian equivalent to a 
jury

 They are professional Officers albeit sitting as 
a jury

 They don’t suffer fools gladly

 You must acknowledge the President of the 
Military Board before the others.  He/she is 
not to be confused with a Jury 
Foreman/woman

 Extend them the utmost courtesy/politeness



ADVOCACY IN MILITARY COURTS

 If you are convicted by a military court, they 
will all take part in the sentencing exercise

 Each Board Member has one vote just like the 
Judge

 They will apply the Service Interest in 
selecting the appropriate sentence 

 You will have a DAO to assist you (Defendants 
Assisting Officer) with the Service Interest

 The DAO is your interface with the military 
system.  Use them as much as you can



ADVOCAY IN MILITARY COURTS 

 Advocacy in a military Court is a unique 
experience 

 There is no nicer way to practise advocacy 

 Do it well

 Remember, you reflect a well respected 
profession as a whole in the eyes of the 
military

 Interested ….. 



ARMY LEGAL SERVICES (ALS)

 All Officer 

Service only

 ALS – Roles & 

Mission 

 Roles in detail

 Example 

careers

 Lifestyle

 Application 

and selection 

process

 Initial training

 Questions



ARMY LEGAL SERVICES  – Roles & Mission

 Advisory –
general in-

house advice to 

Commanders

 Operational 

Law – advice 

on military 

operations and 

war fighting

DIRECTOR ARMY LEGAL 

SERVICES (DALS)

MAJOR GENERAL SUSAN RIDGE

MISSION - TO DELIVER MILITARY 

LEGAL SUPPORT TO THE ARMY

 Prosecutions – Court Martial prosecutions and Summary Appeals

 Army Legal Assistance – family and financial advice to soldiers 

overseas



ARMY LEGAL SERVICES - LOCATIONS

UK

GERMANY

USA

AUSTRALIA

CYPRUS

BELGIUM

ITALY

CANADA

FALKLAND ISLANDS

BRUNEI

KENYA

FRANCE

SUDAN

KAZAKHSTAN

CZECH REP

JORDAN

CHILIE

UGANDA



ADVISORY – Advice to Army Commanders

 Discipline / Criminal 

Law 

 Custody Hearings

 Advice to Service 

Police

 Administrative Law

 Internal professional 

standards

 Service Complaints

 Employment Law

 Service Inquiries

Public will forgive Prince Harry 

over 'Paki' remark, says Brown



Day in the life of…

 Advisory legal officer

 Case work/files

 Criminal Law

 Admin Law

 Advice to CoC

 Phone calls

 Emails

 Training

 Meetings

 Work-life balance

 Social

 Sport



OPERATIONAL LAW

 Law of Armed 
Conflict/ International 
Humanitarian Law

 Detention

 Public International 
Law 

 Intelligence Law

 Legal Training



Day in the life of…

 Operational Legal officer

 Exercises/ operations

 Training

 Presentations/ briefings

 Courses/ Seminars 

 Travel & Adventurous Training



PROSECUTIONS

 Independent of Chain of 

Command (C of C)

 DSP reports directly to 

the AG

 Tri-Service uniformed 

prosecutors

 Prosecuting military and 

criminal offences at 

Military Courts

http://www.google.co.uk/url?url=http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-25375033&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=LIH0U4vJO_Sy7Aaz14Ao&ved=0CDQQ9QEwDw&usg=AFQjCNGbhWe5lrM-j00jk5KytpMBSxiqxg


Day in the life of…

 Prosecuting officer…

 Case work

 Referrals/ decisions

 Trial preparation

 Additional Evidence

 Advocacy

 Court Martial trials

 CMAC

 Summary Appeals

 Advice to Service Police

 Training 



 Germany/Cyprus/Afghanistan

 Family Law

 Civil Litigation – contract disputes, breach of copyright, road 
traffic accidents, consumer issues and personal injury claims

 Debt

ARMY LEGAL ASSISTANCE (ALA)

https://www.google.co.uk/url?q=http://www.thejansenlaw.com/what-is-a-divorce-petition&sa=U&ei=odUxU--aCsuJhQfnzoHYAg&ved=0CKMBEPUBMDs&usg=AFQjCNFy_hdX6bUwVkXhyQZlgvZXuyDh0w
https://www.google.co.uk/url?q=http://actionfordebt.com/bankruptcy/&sa=U&ei=x9UxU_KNLce4hAedxICACw&ved=0CGcQ9QEwHQ&usg=AFQjCNHQba6yBWLNZU6LYq_N10vkv6EnTw


Captain x 23

Major x 56

Lieutenant Colonel x 35

Colonel x 8 

Brigadier x 2

Major General x 1

RANKS/ PROMOTION

 Composition –

125 Regular Officers

 11 Reserve Officers

 Approximately 50% male, 50% 
female

 Approximately 25% Barristers, 
75% Solicitors

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:ALS_TRF.svg


ARMY OFFICER LIFESTYLE

•Broad & varied career

•Discounted accommodation

•Generous financial package & annual 

increments

•6 weeks’ paid leave per year

•No/ reduced commuting

•Sport & fitness key part of job 

•Health benefits, dental, medical, injury 

rehabilitation

•Non contributory pension



WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

 Qualified lawyer (Solicitor, 

Barrister or Advocate)

 Age limit 32 (unless exceptional 

circumstances)

 Strong academics 

 Strong advocacy / 

communication skills

 Physically fit 

 Dynamic, motivated, intellectually 

versatile

 Leadership qualities - British 

Army Officer, not just lawyer 

 A 'military background' or 

previous military experience is 

not essential



SELECTION

 ALS interview - panel of service Army Legal Officers

 ALS Army Officer Selection Board (AOSB)



INITIAL TRAINING - ROYAL MILITARY 
ACADEMY SANDHURST

12 week Professionally Qualified Officers’ Course

Lawyers, Doctors, Nurses, Physiotherapists, Chaplains, 

Dentists, Pharmacists



ALS TRAINING

Phase 2 training:

 Service Justice System 
& Criminal Law 

 Operational Law

 Military & Defence 
Matters

 Administration

 Dining in



COMBAT ARMS ATTTACHMENT

3 month attachment to a regular unit – broaden 
experience/understanding of the Army.

Recent attachments: 

• 1 Royal ANGLIAN – Falkland Islands

• 2 Royal Ghurka Rifles – Brunei

• Light Dragoons – North Africa

• SCOTS DG – UAE

• 29 Cdo Royal Artillery – USA



2016 SALARIES

 Captain  £39,629 – £47,127

 Major £49,918 – £59,783

 Lieutenant Colonel £70,059 – £81,123 

 Colonel £84,878 – £93,304

Plus…

• Free gym and sports facilities

• Reduced housing costs either in Officers’ Mess 
or in Service Families’ Accommodation

• Non contributory Armed Forces Pension Scheme

• Free medical, dental and rehabilitation treatment

• Travel allowances



Sport and Adventurous Training

• Encouraged 2 
weeks per year

• ALS officers have 
skied, sailed, 
parachuted, scuba 
dived, climbed and 
walked glaciers in 
work time

• Battlefield tours
• Representative or 

novice
• As adventurous as 

you choose to make 
it

• Overseas sports 
tours

• First class gyms and 
sports facilities



Why Join ALS?

• Broad & varied career

• Vocational focus

• Work-life balance

• 6 weeks’ paid leave per year

• Sport & fitness key part of job 

• Adventurous Training opportunities

• No / reduced commuting requirements

• Generous financial package & annual increments

• Allowances when on operations or separated

• Health benefits, dental, medical, injury rehabilitation



KEY DATES

 Next recruiting round: 

 ALS deadline date for CV sift: 9 Jan 2017 

 Interviews running 2-10 Feb 17

 AOSB: 24-26 May 2017

 Commission: mid-September 2017

 RMAS: October-December 2017

Information:

 ALS website - https://www.army.mod.uk/agc/23205.aspx

 Recruiting Group – specialist ALS recruiter – Dale Sullivan 
dale.sullivan@capita.co.uk / 07808 011 870 

https://www.army.mod.uk/agc/23205.aspx
mailto:dale.sullivan@capita.co.uk


QUESTIONS?

?



Criminal Law Update

21st October 2017

Lucy Brown – Park Square Barristers



Overview

• Legislation

• Case Law

• Sentencing Guidelines



New Legislation

• Policing & Crime Act 2017

• Criminal Finances Act 2017



Policing & Crime Act 

• Royal assent 31 January 2017

• Partially in force

• Deals with wide ranging matters, key for 

our purposes:

– Part 4 Police Powers

– Part 6 Firearms & Pyrotechnic Articles

– Part 9 Miscellaneous



Policing & Crime Act

Part 4:Police Powers

• Came into force 3 April 2017

• Aim to “increase accountability and 

transparency of the process”

• Statutory assumption that bail is not required 

during an investigation

• Released under investigation

• Requirement to inform person that the 

investigation has concluded



Policing & Crime Act

Part 4:Police Powers

• Test for bail – necessary and proportionate

• Authority of inspector required to impose 

bail

• Bail time limits – 28 days initially

• Funding – CRM 3 Advocacy Assistance

• Amendments to Crim PR and new forms



Policing & Crime Act

Part 4:Police Powers

• Final amendments to ensure all 17 year 

olds to be treated as youths

• Provisions re mentally disordered and use 

of police stations as a place of safety



Policing & Crime Act: Part 6 

Firearms & Pyrotechnic Articles

• 2 May 2017 – most provisions came into 

force, some still to be brought in

• Bring into effect recommendations made in 

the Law Commission’s report ‘Firearms Law 

– Reforms to Address Pressing Problems’ 

and make some further changes to the 

existing firearms legislation



Policing & Crime Act: Part 6 

Firearms & Pyrotechnic Articles

• Section 125 of the 2017 Act amends s 57(1) 

of the 1968 Act to update the definition of a 

‘firearm’

• New s57(1B) 1968 Act - Definition of “lethal” 

is introduced: “barrelled weapon of any 

description from which a shot, bullet or other 

missile, with kinetic energy of more than one 

joule as measured at the muzzle of the 

weapon, can be discharged”.



Policing & Crime Act: Part 6 

Firearms & Pyrotechnic Articles

• Exceptions for airsoft guns – defined in the 

legislation

• New offence of possession of an article 

intended for use to unlawfully convert an 

imitation firearm into a ‘live’ firearm (new s4A 

1968 Act)

• 2 elements to the offence – possession and 

the intent to convert

• Either way offence – max 5 years



Policing & Crime Act: Part 6 

Firearms & Pyrotechnic Articles

• S 128 inserts section 8A in the Firearms 

(Amendment) Act 1988 - new offence of 

unlawfully selling or gifting, or offering to sell 

or gift, a “defectively deactivated weapon” to 

another person in the UK or in any other 

Member State of the European Union.

• Either way – 5 years max



Policing & Crime Act: Part 9 –

Misc Provisions

• Section 173 – provides for lifelong 

anonymity for victims of forced marriage

• Section 175 – increases the maximum 

sentence for offences of stalking (s4a 

PHA) and harassment (s4 PHA) to 10 

years, 14 years for racially agg offence –

offences after 3/4/2017



Criminal Finances Act 2017

• Amends and overhauls POCA

• So far only Part 3 in force which relates to 

corporate offence of failure to prevent 

facilitation of tax evasion

• Further provisions come into force 31st

October



Criminal Finances Act 2017

• Unexplained wealth orders - s1

• Not yet in force

• Power to seize suspected criminal property 

without a prosecution

• Involvement in serious crime or PEPs

• Min value of property £50,000

• Provision of false/misleading info = offence –

either way 2 year max sentence



Case Law
• R v Rajilal [2016] EWCA Crim 1372 – DV 

sentence for multiple offences in excess of 

the maximum

• R v Khellaf [2016] EWCA Crim 1297 –

Restraining Orders

• R v Herrington [2017] EWCA Crim 889 –

confirmed that an RO should not be made where 

complainant does not want one

• R v Tsekiri [2017] EWCA Crim 40 – DNA 



Sentencing Guidelines

• Sentencing Children & Young People

• Reduction in sentence for a Guilty Plea

• Revised Magistrates’ Sentencing Guidelines

• Imposing Community Orders & Custodial 

Sentences

• Guidance on drug driving

• Guidance on acid attacks



Sentencing Children & Young People

• Applies to sentencing after 1 June 2017 –

except the section of the guidance relating 

to guilty pleas – applies to first hearing 

after 1 June 2017

• Overarching principles

• Allocation

• Available sentences

• Also deals with breach of orders



Reduction in sentence for a guilty 

plea

• Applies to all offences where the first hearing 

took place on or after 1 June 2017

• Applies to over 18s only

• No impact on ancillary orders including 

orders of disqualification from driving

• Confirms what is not relevant to determining 

level of reduction – strength of evidence, 

admissions in interview, co-operation with the 

investigation etc



Reduction in sentence for a guilty 

plea
• Maximum discount only available at first 

hearing – so need to indicate plea in lower 

court to ensure full credit

• Exceptions

– Further information, assistance or advice necessary

– Newton Hearings and Special Reasons

– Lesser or different offence

– Minimum firearms sentences

– Appropriate sentences for knife crime/prescribed 

sentences for burglary and drug traffiking



Revised Magistrates’ Guidelines
• A series of new guidelines has been issued in 

relation to 26 summary only offences, effective 

for all sentencing hearings, on or after 24 April 

2017.

• More detailed 

• Modern matrix format - culpability and harm

• Caution needed where a guideline puts together 

a series of offences with different maxima

• Changes to reflect removal of the limit on fines

• Available for iPad from App Store and online 

version



Imposing Community Orders 

and Custodial Sentences 
• All offences sentenced on or after 1 

February 2017

• Offenders aged 18 or over

• Deals with matters relevant to decision to 

suspend

• Useful tool

• Agus [2017] EWCA Crim 1273



Drug Driving Guidance

• New offence - no guideline as yet

• Difficult to sentence because not like 

excess alcohol

• Guidance has been issued to bridge the 

gap

• Doesn’t have same authority as a 

guideline - sentencers are not obliged to 

follow it



Acid Attack Guidance

• Use of acid = high culpability

• Refers to assault and robbery guidelines in 

which use of weapon would apply

• Weapon guideline is being finalised – acid 

would be classed as highly dangerous 

weapon



Things to look forward to…

• Sentencing Code

• New sentencing guidelines for Bladed 

Articles and Offensive Weapons

• Ongoing consultation on guidelines for 

terrorism, manslaughter, child cruelty and 

domestic violence



The cross-over between Family and 

Criminal proceedings

Caroline Wigin

Park square barristers



S98 Children Act 1989

• (1) In any proceedings in which a court is hearing an application for 

an order under Part IV or V, no person shall be excused from –

• (a) giving evidence on any matter; or

• (b) answering any question put to him in the course of his giving 

evidence,

• on the ground that doing so might incriminate him or his spouse of 

an offence.

• (2) A statement of admission made in such proceedings shall not be 

admissible in evidence against the person making it or his spouse in 

proceedings for an offence other than perjury.



Family Procedure Rule 12.73

• (1) For the purposes of the law relating to contempt of court, info relating to proceedings held in private may 
be communicated –

• (a) where the communication is to–
– (i) a party;

– (ii) the legal representative of a party;

– (iii) a professional legal adviser;

– (iv) an officer of the service or a Welsh family proceedings officer;

– (v) the welfare officer;

– (vi) the Director of Legal Aid Casework (within the meaning of section 4 of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and 
Punishment of Offenders Act 2012);

– (vii) an expert whose instruction by a party has been authorised by the court for the purposes of the 
proceedings;

– (viii) a professional acting in furtherance of the protection of children;

– (ix) an independent reviewing officer appointed in respect of a child who is, or has been, subject to proceedings 
to which this rule applies;

• (b) where the court gives permission; or

• (c) subject to any direction of the court, in accordance with rule 12.75 and Practice Direction 12G.

• (2) Nothing in this Chapter permits the communication to the public at large. 



Family Procedure Rule 12.75

• (1) A party (or their legal representative) may communicate info relating to the proceedings to any 

person where necessary to enable them –

– (a) by confidential discussion, to obtain support/advice/assistance in the conduct of the proceedings;

– (b) to attend a mediation information and assessment meeting, or to engage in mediation or other ADR;

– (c) to make and pursue a complaint against a person or body concerned in the proceedings; or

– (d) to make and pursue a complaint regarding the law, policy or procedure relating to a category of proceedings 

to which this Part applies.

• (2) Where info is communicated to any person in accordance with para (1)(a), no further communication 

by that person is permitted.

• (3) When info relating to the proceedings is communicated to any person in accordance with paras 

(1)(b),(c) or (d) of this rule –

• (a) the recipient may communicate that information to a further recipient, provided that –

– (i) the party who initially communicated the information consents; and

– (ii) the further communication is made only for the purpose or purposes for which the party made the initial 

communication; and

• (b) the information may be successively communicated to and by further recipients on as many 

occasions as may be necessary to fulfil the purpose for which the information was initially 

communicated, provided that on each such occasion the conditions in sub-para (a) are met.



A party Lay adviser/McKenzie friend/pro 

bono legal services

Any info 

relating to the 

proceedings

To enable the party to obtain advice or 

assistance re the proceedings

A party Healthcare professional/counselling 

services for children or families

To enable the party or their child to obtain 

health care or counselling

A party The Child Maintenance and 

Enforcement Com/McKenzie 

friend/lay adviser/First-tier Tribunal 

dealing with a s20 Child Support 

Act 1991 appeal

For the purposes of making/responding to an 

appeal under s20 or the determination of such 

an appeal

A party or other 

person lawfully in 

receipt of info

The Secretary of State/McKenzie 

friend/lay adviser/Upper-tier 

Tribunal dealing with a s24 Child 

Support Act 1991 appeal in respect 

of the s20 decision

For a purpose connected with an appeal under 

s24 in respect of the s20 decision

A party An adoption panel To enable the adoption panel to discharge its 

functions

A party A LA’s medical adviser appointed 

under the Adoption Agencies Regs

2005 or (Wales)

To enable the medical adviser to discharge 

their functions

A party The European Court of Human 

Rights

For the purpose of making an application to 

that Court

A party or any person 

lawfully in receipt of 

info

The Children’s Commissioner or 

(Wales)

To refer an issue affecting the interests of the 

children to them



A party, any person 

lawfully in receipt of 

info or a proper officer

A person/body conducting an 

approved research project

For the purpose of an approved 

research project

Legal rep/prof adviser Professional indemnity insurer To enable them to be notified of an 

actual/potential claim/complaint, in 

relation to the legal rep/adviser, and 

the legal rep/adviser to obtain advice 

re that claim/complaint

Legal rep/prof adviser Person/body responsible for 

investigating/determining 

complaints re the rep/adviser

For the purposes of the 

investigation/determination of the 

complaint 

Legal rep/prof adviser A person/body assessing quality 

assurance systems

To enable the legal rep/adviser to 

obtain a quality assurance 

assessment

Legal rep/prof adviser An accreditation body Any info re the 

proceedings providing 

that it does not, or is 

not likely to, identify 

any person involved

To enable the legal rep/adviser to 

obtain accreditation

A party A police officer The text or a 

summary of the 

whole/part of a 

judgment given in the 

proceedings

For the purpose of a criminal 

investigation

A party or any person 

lawfully in receipt of 

info

A member of the CPS To enable the CPS to discharge its 

functions under any enactment



X and Y (Children: Disclosure of 

Judgment to Police) 2014 EWHC 

278 (Fam)
Question: Whether 2 earlier judgments in the care proceedings of “X” and 
“Y” should be disclosed to the police/CPS.

• Discovery of Y’s injuries – care proceedings begin

• Judgment 1 – probably that 1 parent responsible and the other withholding info. 
Encouragement to be more frank with the court without warning. 

• Admission by father 2 days later

• Judgment 2 – injuries inflicted by father, mother exonerated. 

• Application by father for an ordering preventing/prohibiting disclosure of the material 
within the family proceedings. 

• Police had previously closed their file “no further action” when unable to determine 
which parent caused the injuries, but sought disclosure of any info coming to light in 
the family proceedings indicating the perpetrator.



X and Y (Children: Disclosure of 

Judgment to Police) 2014 EWHC 

278 (Fam)
• Arguments for non-disclosure – breach of Article 6 right to a fair trial (no warning 

given to father), alternatively Re EC (Disclosure of Material) [1996] 2 FLR 725, CA 
balancing exercise otherwise in favour of non-disclosure. 

• Arguments for disclosure – Re EC balancing exercise in favour of disclosure. 

• “…Clearly falls in favour of disclosure of the judgment to the police and the 
Crown Prosecution Service, subject to clear directions for the court restricting 
further disclosure of the judgment or any information contained therein without 
permission of this court.”

• Serious assaults on Y

• Public interest in the sharing of information between the agencies involved in 
child protection and removal of barriers between branches of the justice system, 
not outweighed on these facts by other factors

• Welfare of the children will not be significantly affected simply by disclosure 



Re X, Y and Z (Disclosure to the Security 

Service) [2016] EWHC 2400 (Fam)

• Fact-finding hearing in care proceedings - determined allegations of 
father’s involvement in Islamic extremism and terrorist activity. 

• Permission granted for the LA to disclose to the Commissioner of 
Police of the Metropolis some of the relevant information. The MPS 
then sought permission to disclose that information to the MI5.

• No opposition to the fact of disclosure but all parties to the care 
proceedings were in agreement that it should be subject to the same 
conditions attached to disclosure to the MPS. The MPS submitted 
that those conditions were not necessary.

• Balancing all of the factors including the welfare of the child 
and the public interest in the administration of justice and the 
prosecution of serious crime and the punishment of offenders, 
disclosure would be permitted on the condition that the MI5 did 
not disclose that material outside the confines of its 
organisation.



2013 Protocol and Good Practice Model

• Disclosure of information in cases of alleged child abuse and 

linked criminal and care directions hearings



10. Disclosure by the local authority to the police 

10.3. Subject to paragraphs 10.4 and 10.5 below, the Local Authority will ensure that 

documents relating to Family Court proceedings are not included in the files to be 

examined by the police. Where there are documents relating to Family Court 

proceedings, the Local Authority will provide a list (e.g. by providing a copy of redacted 

court index) of that material without describing what it is, in order for the police and/or the 

CPS, if appropriate, to apply to the Family Court for disclosure.  

10.4. Importantly, the Local Authority can disclose to the police documents which are 

lodged at court, or used in the proceedings, which already existed (e.g. pre-existing 

medical reports). Similarly, the text or summary of a judgment given in the Family Court 

proceedings can be included in the files to be examined by the police.

10.5. Paragraph 10.3 above does not prevent the Local Authority providing to the police 

documents or information relating to Family Court proceedings where (a) the police 

officer to whom disclosure is made is carrying out duties under section 46 Children Act 

1989 or serving in a child protection or paedophile unit and (b) disclosure is for the 

purposes of child protection and not for the purposes of the criminal investigation. 



13. Disclosure by the CPS to the criminal 

defence

• 13.1. The Criminal Procedure and Investigations Act 1996 requires the 

prosecution to disclose to the defence any material (including sensitive 

material) that could reasonably be considered capable of undermining the 

prosecution case against the accused or of assisting the case for the accused 

(the “disclosure test”). Where appropriate, application can be made to the 

criminal court to withhold sensitive material which satisfies the disclosure test 

on the grounds of public interest immunity (PII application). 

• 13.2. PII applications to the criminal court for the withholding of sensitive 

material should be rare. Fairness ordinarily requires that all material which 

weakens the prosecution case or strengthens that of the defence should be 

disclosed. There is no basis for making a PII application except where the 

prosecutor has identified material that fulfils the disclosure test, disclosure of 

which would create a real risk of serious prejudice to an important public 

interest. 



13. Disclosure by the CPS to the criminal 

defence

• 13.3. All material obtained from the Local Authority will be listed by the 
police on the sensitive disclosure schedule MG6D. The lists of material not 
disclosed by the Local Authority to the police will also be included on the 
MG6D (see paragraph 10.3 above: material relating to Family Proceedings; 
and paragraph 10.7 above: material withheld on the ground of 
confidentiality). 

• 13.4. Material obtained by the police in accordance with Rule 
12.73(1)(a)(viii) Family Procedure Rules 2010 (see paragraphs 10.5 and 
10.6 above) must not be disclosed to the CPS. The police will reveal the 
existence of the material on the MG6D (without describing it). As 
appropriate, the CPS will seek the permission of the Family Court to access 
the material. 

• 13.5. Where the material has been obtained following an application by the 
police to the Family Court, the police must indicate to the CPS whether the 
Family Court has given permission for the material to be shared with the 
CPS and with the defence. Further application to the Family Court may be 
required by the police and/or the CPS as appropriate. 



13. Disclosure by the CPS to the criminal 

defence

• 13.6. The CPS will review the material in accordance with its statutory duties22 and 

under the Attorney General's Guidelines on Disclosure. Only material which might 

undermine the prosecution case or might reasonably assist the defence case will fall 

to be disclosed. There will in no circumstances be “blanket” disclosure to the defence. 

• 13.7. Where in accordance with paragraph 10.7 above a Local Authority document is 

not made available to the police on the basis of confidentiality (e.g. consent has not 

been obtained from the person to whom the document relates), the CPS will consider 

whether it is appropriate to seek access to such material by means of a witness 

summons in the criminal court. 

• 13.8. Where in these circumstances application is made by the CPS for a witness 

summons, the CPS will serve the application on the criminal court and the Local 

Authority, identifying the Local Authority SPOC as the person who is required to 

produce the document(s)24. In addition, where the Crown Court so directs, the CPS 

will, in accordance with the Criminal Procedure Rules, serve the application on the 

person to whom the confidential document relates. 



13. Disclosure by the CPS to the criminal 

defence

• 13.9. Where any Local Authority material reviewed by the CPS falls within the statutory 

disclosure test under the CPIA, the CPS will write to the Local Authority SPOC, within 2 

working days of review whenever possible, setting out the reasons why the material 

falls to be disclosed and informing them of that decision. The form at Annex E to this 

2013 protocol will be used by the CPS. The CPS will provide to the Local Authority 

proposals for the editing or summarising of the material for the purposes of disclosure 

to the defence. Where no material falls for disclosure, the CPS will inform the Local 

Authority that this is the case. 

• 13.10. Within 5 working days of receipt of that notification, the Local Authority shall be 

given an opportunity to make any representations in writing to the CPS on the issues of 

disclosure. This will include objections to disclosure on the basis that the person to 

whom the material relates has not consented. Note that disclosure of documentation 

which has been created under the auspices, and for the purposes, of the LSCB, can 

only be made with the prior consent of the LSCB Chair.  

• 13.11. The form at Annex F to this 2013 protocol will be used for this purpose. Where, 

exceptionally, the Local Authority is unable to meet the 5 working day timescale, the 

Local Authority will contact the CPS to discuss whether the timescale can be extended 

in the particular circumstances of the case.  

•



14. Public Interest Immunity (PII) Application 

• 14.1. If the Local Authority does not agree to disclosure of Local Authority material to the 
defence, the CPS must negotiate with the Local Authority to explore whether disclosure can be 
made in edited form or by summarising in another document the issues arising in the material. 
Whilst recognising that the prosecution must always comply with its statutory duty of disclosure, 
the sensitivity can often be removed in this way. PII applications in the criminal court will be 
rare. Local Authority material relating to a child is no longer a “class” of material to which PII 
applies. Depending on the sensitivity of the material, the Local Authority may itself agree that 
the public interest in the prosecution of crime overrides the interests of confidentiality. In highly 
exceptional cases, the CPS may need to make disclosure to the defence of the 
edited/summarised document without the consent of the Local Authority.  

• 14.2. If a PII application is appropriate, the CPS will make a PII application to the criminal court 
as soon as reasonably practicable. The CPS will notify the Local Authority of the date and 
venue of the PII application and inform the Local Authority of their right to make representations 
to the criminal court. 

• 14.3. Where PII is sought on the basis of lack of consent from the person to whom the 
confidential document relates, CPS must in accordance with the Criminal Procedure Rules 
notify the person to whom the document relates (as above, notification of date and venue of PII 
application and the interested person’s right to make representations to the court).



MAGISTRATES’ COURT CRIMINAL LAW UPDATE

TIM CAPSTICK

DRINK DRIVING CASES

1. CPS v Cipriani  - 24/6/16

Case management principles in such cases highlighted

i) identify trial issues at first hearing;

ii) expert witnesses;

iii) disclosure;

iv) record of the hearing;

v) reliability of EBM / calibration;

2. Hassani – v West London Mags Court - 2017 EWHC 1270

Case management principles in such cases reiterated

3. DPP v Blakeley, DPP v Joshua Whyte – 2017 EWHC 1708 

Review of disclosure principles with particular regard to drink driving cases

i) U. M. has to be in the possession of the prosecution AND to have come into their 

possession in connection with the case against the D;

ii) there must be a proper evidential basis for ordering disclosure of U.M. which 

undermines pros / assists defence – in reported cases evidence as to how the Lion Intox

machine could produce a print out with a false positive reading AND how the U.M. sought 

might assist in showing how that might have happened.



4. DPP v Wood 2017 EWCH 1070

Drink drive case in which P sought adj day before trial as expert not available and P suggested

D had failed to identify areas in dispute. Granted administratively despite D objection. Next

day D invited DJ to re-consider decision on basis court mislead as P had report from May 2016,

not served until week before trial in Jan 2017 and had failed to warn expert despite fact CMF

identified the need for P expert. DJ found court mislead, reversed decision and P had to offer

no evidence as witnesses de-warned previous day, following original decision being granted.

On Appeal to Div Ct, who held there was power to re-visit an application / decision if the court

has been mislead – also CPR 3.6 power to vary a decision made without a hearing. DJ

decision was “Wednesbury” reasonable on facts

4. DPP v Kang 2016  - EWHC 3014

Court permitted to have regard to result of road side breath test as one factor when considering

whether breath test machine reliable

HEARSAY – DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CASES

5. Barnaby v DPP - 2015

6. Higgins v CPS  - 2015 EWHC 4129

D charged with Assault of wife. Incident reported by neighbour, police attend and see W with

facial injuries and she makes verbal complaint of assault by D. D arrested and replies – “yeah,

I slapped her, I don’t care what happens. W refused to make statement but police

photographed her injuries. D interviewed and made N/C. At trial W complaint admitted as res

gestae unclear of time gap between phone call to police and police attending. D then gave

evidence and ran self defence, accepted he “ clipped his wife to fend her off”. D convicted and

appealed. HC said DJ entitled to admit W complaint as res gestae and on basis of all evidence

permitted to reject self defence and convict D



7. Ibrahim v CPS 2016 EWHC 1750

DV case where pros relied on 999 call to police underres gestae principle. Time frame, D

assaults C and leaves house at 9pm, C makes 999 call at 10.25pm and police arrive 10.45pm

– photo C’s injuries and note signs of disturbance on flat. D convicted and appeals. Appeal

Court rules 999 call admissible under res gestae – time lapse a factor BUT – C had recent /

developing injuries / flat still in disarray when police attend / C’s hysterical tone in 999 call / D

absent but returned and aggressive whilst C became upset on his return.

Query – can it be said C so emotionally overpowered by the event that possibility of concoction

or distortion can be disregarded – s 118(4),

8. McGuiness v – PPS for NI – 2017 NICA 30

DV case where pros relied on body cam footage. Admitted under res gestae principle, despite

time gap of at least 24 mins between assault and recorded complaint by C of assault. Ample

time for concoction. Test – was it an instinctive reaction to the event. Here the court looked at

the circumstances of the complaint ie emotive nature of the complaint and C making

unfavourable remarks about her own behaviour

MEMORY REFRESHING

9. Cummings v CPS 2016 EWHC 3624

Section 139 CJA 2003 – police officer who did not complete MGDD/A breath test procedure

form and who witnessed but did not sign the form was permitted to refresh memory from form

and give evidence – she was giving evidence of what she had witnessed and not a hearsay

account from the officer who completed the form. Under S 139 CJA 2003 test she was found to

have “verified” the document.



CASE MANAGEMENT GENERALLY

10. Hottak v DPP – 18 /10 / 2016

D charged with assault on sister. On date of trial P serve ABE video, which contained prejudicial material and no bad

character application made. Application for adj refused. Video played and D given time to provide instructions.

Application for DJ to rescues himself as heard prejudicial material - refused . D convicted and appealed

Appeal dismissed. Court took into account C waiting to give evidence, D had summary of interview prior to trial date so

knew substance of interview. DJ well able to ignore prejudicial material and decide case on the merits.

PROCEDURE / SENDING

12. R v McDermott-Mullane – 2016 EWCA Crim 2239

D charged with Possess Offensive Weapon / Theft (shoplifting) / Assault PC. Sent to CC on POW charge and other

matters also sent – as connected summary offences. At CC indictment charged POW and Theft, no power to add Theft

charge to the indictment. POW dropped and D pleaded and sentenced on Theft charge. Appeal – pros accepted once

POW gone indictment was a nullity. Proper course CJ sit as DJ and deal with case or remit back to Mags Ct

13. R v Maxwell – 2017 EWCA Crim 1233

D convicted of offences of Robbery / Burglary / TWOC’s and Thefts. Theft offences 3 x shoplifitng not linked to other

cases. No power to include them on the indictment BUT Court of Appeal ruled they were correctly sent as linked

offences – 3 further offences of dishonesty by D , committed close in time and location to other more serious offences

and for same purpose , to get money for drugs. CC has power to deal with offences under Sch 3, Para 6 of CDA 1998

14. Woodward – 2017 EWCA 1008 

D charged with health and safety offences re his abbatoir. Summary only offences so information had to be laid within

6 months of “ the date on which the evidence which the prosecutor thinks is sufficient to justify the proceedings comes

to his/her knowledge”

Two stage test – consideration of evidence AND whether in public interest to prosecute D

PUBLIC ORDER CASE

15. DPP v Distill – 2017 EWHC 2244

D charged with racially agg S5 – shouted racist abuse from back garden of grandmothers house to people in the next

door back garden.

Section 5(2) POA 1986 affords a defence if behaviour inside a dwelling

Section 8 POA 1986 – definition of dwelling – must be a “structure”


